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IHTRODUCTIOH.
Cheaptjr power is on® of the greatest needs of agricul
ture to-day. Althougb power represents about ZOfj of the cost
of production of farm crops, it receives but little attention
from economists and othurs who are vitally Interested in low
ering the cost of production.
The farmer has two aources of power for tractive work,
animal and mechanical. Recent investigations Indicate that
mechanical power, where used, costs less than animal power,
yet It Is shown that about 90% of the work is dene by the more
costly source. It Is obvious from this that there is some
thing wrong with the use of farm power in the United States,
when viewed from an econonic standpoint; either the farmer
is following unsrund principles, or the manufacturer of farm
equipment is not supplying his needs.
The use of more mechanical power would appear to be
the natural and logical solution for this problem, but with
the tractor In Its present stage of development it Is doubt
ful if more mechanical power can be used to any great advan
tage. The tractor has not as yet reached the stage v/here it
can be used for all purposes to the same extent as animal
power. Herein lies the great drawback of the tractor. It
is only by making the tractor more versatile that we can hope
to bring it into more extensive use eco •lomlcally. As long
as the corn-belt farmer must keep his horses to cultivate his
f • HP
oorn during the hottest day of summer while the traotor
which plowed and prepared the land stands Idle, there is go
ing to be little gained by using more tractors.
The writer believes that the general-purpose traotor
will open the gateway to cheaper power. It is the object of
this thesis, -first, to state the farm power problem as it ex
ists to-day, and aeoondly, to taJce steps towards its solu
tion. The first part will be an eoonomic study, based upon
the most reliable data available. It is not hoped to present
a oomplete and detailed plan of a general-purpose traotor in
this treatise, but a oareful study of the requirements of
such a machine will be made, and as far as possible these
requireraenta will be incorporated into tie proposed general-
purpose tractor.
8
i
SECTION I
THE FARM POWER SITUATIOH
Before the farm power requirement a oan be dealt with
intelligently it is neoeasary that all phases of farm power
he thoroughly understood. The purpose of this chapter is
to present an economic study of the farm power situation as
it exists in the United States to-day*
1. Souroes of Farm Power,
The souroes of farm power may be classified into two
main groups, ani::al and mechanical* In the early develop
ment of this country the former was used exclusiTely* It
was not until after 1870 that mechanical power came into use
in agriculture. Plate I taken from the National Fam Power
Survey* of the United States Department of Agriculture shows
the steady increase in the use of neohanioal power since that
time. This plate also shows the amount of each source of
mechanical power;- steam and gas engines, windmills and elec
trical machines used in agriculture.
Table 1, also from the National Farm Power Survey, gives
the total primary horae-power used in agriculture in the
United States in 1922, which amounts to over 49,000,000 horse
power. Of this amount nearly 22,000»000, or 44^, consists of
animal power while the remainder is made up of the various
r
* Paper prepared bj Mr. C* D. Kinsman, Senior Agricultural
Engineer of the U* S* D, A* and read by him at the annual
meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
at Lincoln, Nebraska, in ^une, 1924.
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klndB of meohanioal power as shown In the table.
Il.> Power Developed by Eaoh Source«
Wo3^ anlnalB supply 61.4^ of the power used In agri
culture, as ah own hy Table 1, although the primary horse-
pvwer represented by that aouroe is only 44«1^* This is due
to the fao% that the animal works a greater number of hours
per year than does the average unit of mechanical power.
The gas tractors supply 9.75S» and small stationary engines
9.C^ of the total powor used. These are the largest individ
ual items outside of animal power. The table shows clearly
how large is the amount of animal power used in agriculture
as compared with that supplied by any other souroo*
I1I« Uses of Farm Power*
The use of power on farms may be divided into two
main classes, belt work and tractive work. The latter may
again be subdivided into hauling and field work.
Table II shows the amount of power used for the various
farm operations.
1. Flfcild V/ork.
A^'prozinately half the power used on farms is used for
field work. Plowing and listing is the largest single item,
comprising almost 40jt of the total. Cultivating and fitting
ground are the two next itena in importance, each taking 13.2^
of the total power used for field work. OWker items of field
IZ
TABLE II
Tomn 0SED FOR DIFFERENT FARM OPERATIONS.
Compiled from National Farm Power Survey.
Operation
1. Field Work,
Plowing and listing
Fitting ground
Planting and seeding
Cultivating
Harvesting
Haying
Ulsoellaneous
Total Field Work
E. Belt Worlc.
H, P. Hours used Annually
(in millions).
: S,&00
: 1,000
I 400
: 1,000
800
900
1,010
: 22.9^ :
: 13. :
: i
1 IS.S^
: 10.856
J xi.?st
2 13.35?
100.OjS 7,610 :
Threshing t l.SOO 25.95^ ••
Pumping : 1,600 34.6^
• \
•
9
Cutting ensilage : 60 1.1J5
Shelling oorn : 80 1.751
\\
* \
Shredding oom : 100 s.sjS • \
Baling hay : 100 Z.Z$ 5 >
A
Grinding feed : 200 4.3^ \
V
Operating eleotrio llfht plants : 150 3.3^ • Is
Sawing wood and lumber : 100 z.zjt
Kisoellaneous : 1,048 ZZ.tf) : \\^
Total Belt Work 100.0^ : 4,628 ; S9St V
3. Haullnj?,
Farm hauling
Road hauling
Total Hauling
t 1,200 :
: 2,360 : 66.)S
: : 100.^
TOTAL H. P, HOURS FOR ALL OJER^VTIOHS
14
3,0e0 : Sdfl
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work range as follows: haying 11*9^; harvesting 10.S^;
and planting and seeding, only 6.3^.
g« Belt ffork.
Pumping oonstltutes about one-third of all belt *o rk
on farms. Threshing is the only other large Item, amounting to
about 26^ of the total. Smaller items of belt work are:
cutting ensilage, shelling com, di redding corn, baling hay,
grinding feed, sawing wood and operating electric light plants.
All belt work consumes about 29J& of the total amount of power
used on farms.
Hauling.
Ahout Zh$ of farm power is tised for hauling, of i^loh road
hauling makes up 66)6 and farm hauling 34?&.
Plate lit taken from the ITational Farm Power Survey, shows
praphically how the total power on farms is utilized, as well as
the amount supplied by eaoh s .uroe, in 1983*
lY. Advantages of Each Souroe.
Before proceeding further with statistical data on farm
power, it might be well at this point to discuss In a general
way the relative advantages of aninal power and rochanioal power
for different kinds of farm vork.
1. Belt Work.
When the stationary engine first came into use to replace
the sweep-power and treadmill, which up to that time had been
used for threshing and other belt work, its advantages were self-
evident and were not seriously disputted* Under those conditionB
Itil
;
17
the engine ia most efficient, ndiile the horse worXs under con
ditions of lowered efficiency. It was not long until the engine
entirely replaced animal power, until to-day the sweep power
and the treadmill are entirely obsolete. All belt work Is there
fore strictly classed as meohanical work.
2, Traotlve Work.
Although the engine is so far superior to animal power
for belt work, when applied to any form of tractive work the
comparison is quite different. Here the horse meets the tractor
on its own ground, so to speak. The only way that a horse can
be made to do work is by pulling a load; it la the natural way
for hln to do work, and he therefore works at his maximum effic
iency In thf:t way. Not so with the engine. It is a well-known
fact that the engine loses approximately half of Its power in
the transmission and drive wheels, so that the power available
at the drawbar Is only about half of that niiloh the engine can
deliver at the belt.
(a) Field work. Through gradual mechajiical improvements
the tractor has become a very keen competitor of the norse for
field work, altho'?^h by far the larger portion of that wor!': is
still done with horses.
fb) Hauling. For short hauls it Is generally considered
that horse labor can be employed more economioally than mechan
ical power; but among farmers who live far from market, the truck
18 coming into considerable popularity.
18
The chief advantages of the two different souroee of power
for tractive work may be aumned up ae follows:
Zm Advantages of the Horse«
(a) Large overload oapacity.
(b) Flexibility of size of uiiita used.
(o) Versatility.
(d) Skilled labor not required,
(e) Intelligence.
(f) Long life.
(g) Self-repair and self-reproduction.
These headings can be explained in turn as follows:
(ftl Overload ca-paoity. The normal working load for a horss
is about 10^ of hta wel^t. It has been sUown that a good horse
can pull 90^ of his weight for a short distance, which is equival
ent to a 900?^ overload. This is much greater than can be achie- ^
ved with any form of mechanical power. The large overload cap- \
acity of the horse is probably one the biggest advantages that \
it has over the tractor. ^
(b) Flexibility. The fact that th« horae can be used in
units of from one to ten, or even more, makes It very convenient
to adapt anlnal power to different machines or to different con
ditions with the same machine. The user of anlnal power has
therefore a vtry flexible source of power.
(c) Versatility. The horse oan be used for ;:.ll the dif
ferent operations on the farm required tractive power, which
is not true of the tractor, at least not up to its present spage
' A
/i
/•
of development.
d) Ho skilled labor required. It 1b no doubt tru#
19
that greater skill 1b reouired to operate and take oare of a
tractor than to drive and take care of a team of horses* This
may be taken as one advantage of animal power, although men who
are meohanloally inclined often get along better with a tractor
than with horses* ^
(e) Intelligenoe. The intelligence of the horse makes
^ It possible to teach him to do certain things without direct
/••
guidance* Although in many respects this is an advantage» it
.A renders the animal sensitive to adverse conditions such as flieA
•/ L
•f 1
and heat*
\ (f) Long life. The useful life of a horse is perhaps
I \ tw^ce thut of the tractor, at the present stage of its develop-
/
me'nt* With improvement and better care, the life of the tractcar
is being gradually lengthened, so that it is quite possible that
the tine will he reaohed when the difference will not be great.
(g) Self-repatr and self-reproduction. T"na horae as a
aotor is a reffiipirkable machine. Repair of broken-down tissues
Is carried oa by nature's process, so that outside of being sup
plied with food and shelter, the machine requires little atten
tion. Nature's own process also takes care of the reproduction
and buildin,r of this extraordinary machine.
so.
4. Advantages of the Tractor.
(a) Cheaper power.
(h) No rest periods required,
(o) Ko fuel ooneuoption when idle,
(d) Hot weather is no hindrance,
(e) Less weight per horsepower.
(f) Ifeohanioal power required for belt work,
(g) Less machinery required with traotor.
(a) Meohanioal power cheaper. As the inatter of cost is
of first inportanoe it will be taken up separately. It is suf
ficient here to say that investigations have shown mechanical
power to be considerably cheaper than animal power.
(b) Tractor requires no rest. The amount of work that
a horse is able to do in a day is linited; if he is made to work
lon^ hours he must travel slower or draw a lighter load, 0?h« ^
tractor, however, may be kept at work ccotinnously duriiag the
buey season to speed up operations, The advantages gained by
having the work done at the right time are often difficult
to laeasure in dollars and cents,
(c) TTo fuel consumed when idle. When a horse is idle he
requires about two-tliirds of his full ration. As the horse
seldom works nore than one-third of the year, the feed bill when
he is idle must necessarily be ^ the contrary, the trac
tor consumes fuel only while actually at work.
td) Hot weather is no hindrance, A tractor worke at its
hi^est efficiency when the temperature of the cooling water is
£1
around boiling. For that roaacn the traotor will bo most effi
cient during the hottest weather. It is during this time that
work aninals are greatly hindered by the exoessive heat^ whioh
not only lowers tlieir efficiency but causes sore shoulders and
loss of flesh.
fa) Less weight per horsepower. It pet^uires a horse of
about 1600 lbs. to develop one liorsepower. A tractor of 10
drawbar horsepower weight about 4,000 lbs. or 400 lbs. per
drawbar horsepower. The horse therefore weighs four times
as much per horsepower as the traotor.
(f) Meohanioal power required for belt work* Every farm
has a considerable amount of belt work to be dene, and as meohan
ioal power is re<iuired for this purpose, it is very convenient
that the sane power unit can also be used for tractive wor, as the
two kinds of work do not often require to be done at the same
time. As economy in the use of power depends largely upon keep^
ing the power unit busy a large pcoportion of the time, it Is
a ocnaiderable advantage to be able to use the same suuroe for
as many purposes as possible.
(g) Less machinery required. There are two reasons mdiy
less machinery is required for use with a traotor than with
horses; the first is that the traotor is able to worfe continu-
ouslyi requiring no rest periods, and the second is that the
traotor nay be designed to travel faster than the average horse*
The working speed of a horse at field work is about miles an
hour. Uany tillage machines oan be used efficiently at a higher
2S
speed, and the same machine can therefore be made to cover
mo3?e grotind In a day when drawn by a tractor which can be
designed to work at any sipeed oonalstent with the work being
done.
Y« Cost of Farm Power,
The cost of power is of first importance, yet that
phase of the problem is the one which is most difficult to
deal with in the way of getting reliable data. In this study
as many sources of information as possible are being used,
with a view of getting more reliable results.
1» Total coat "per year.
The total cost of farm power in the United States in
1923 was almost three billion dollars. The cost of power ob
tained from each siurce during thtt year ie given in Table III.
This Is based upon the costs as found by Ur. Kinsman. The
table will be found on the following page.
A better idea of the magnitude of Uiis item in the cost
of production may be obtained by ccnsidering the cost per
farm and the cost per improved acre. This is given in Table
IV, *4iioh will also be found on the next page.
Zm Relation to other items.
The relation between the different items in the cost
of/growing corn is approximately as follows
/ Land SOJS Labor EOjS
I|i;: Power 20j5 MiaoellaneouB lOJl
I
i
TABXE III.
Cost of Power In Agriculture. 19ga
zz
Total H. P. Hrs Cost per Total Cost
Kind of Power : Dev'pd Annually : H. P. Hr. ••
Work Animals : 9,690,000,000 : .24ft : •2,305,000,000
Oas Traotora:
: .12i$e :Draw Bar ; 900,000,000 112,500,000
Belt : 632,000,000 : .06 : 38,000,000
Steam Traotore : 1,000,000,000 I .05 « 50,000,000
Trucks : 570,000,000 : .20 : 104,000,000
St*nry Engines : 1,946,000,000 : .09 : 175,000,000
Windmills : 200,000,000 • .05 * 10,000,000
Eleotrioity : 850,000,000 : .15* : 127,500,000
Total ; 15,788,000,000 • •4 « 12,922,000,000
*Hot given in Kr. Tinsman'a report.
TABLE IT.
Cost of Power in Agrloulture. 1923.
Total cost f2,922,000,000.00
Cost pur farm, (average) 454.00
StBt per improved acre, (average) 5.81
£4
In endeaTorlng to lower the cost of production of any
oonmodity there are certain factors ii^loh cannot be controlled,
while other® are largely under the control of the operator.
Let us examine the Iteias entering Into the cost of growing
corn with a view of determining which Itema toay or may not
be within the control of the operator.
Xand la the largest Item, and at the same time, the one
over which we have the l&ast control. The cost of labor may
be under control to the extent that by using nodem equipment
It may be reduced to a mlnlmm, elthoxxgh the actual cost of
labor per man hour cannot be controlled. Power Is an Item
that the writer believes lends Itself to the possibilities
of lowering the costs of production.
Zm Relative Coat of Power froia Different Sources.
Plate III shows the relative cost of power from various
sources as found by rinsnan in 1923. According to this data,
animal power costs alnost twice as imuch as mechanical power,
for tiiia year. It la well ijiown thnt costs fluctuate from
year to year. Rather than to be carried away by this strl-
klng coriparison, the writer wishes to prssent a study of
costs over e period of years. In an effort to arrive at some
average thfit would fxirnlsh a satisfactory comparison.
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VI« Coat of Horse Labor,
The data here presented on the ooat of horse labor has
been gathered from publloatlons of various experiment stations
and other reliable sources, and represents the results of
Inyestlgatlons extending over a period of 16 years, from
1908 to 19S2 Inolusive.
Kethod. of Obtaining Costs,
The different Items entering into the oost cf teeplng
a horse are given in Table V. Feed is b/ far the largest
item of expense, varying anywhere from 60 to 10% of the total
annual cost. The price of feed will therefore be the main
cause of fluctuations In the cost of seeping a horse.
The cost per horse hour is determined by dividing the
cost of keeping the horse per year by the number of hours
worked per year. The letter is found to vary anywhere from
73fi to lies hours, and is therefore one of the important fac
tors In deternlning the cost of horse labor.
Thtt two main factors in determining horse labor costs
may therefore be stated as:
(a) Price of feed.
(b) H urs worked annually.
£. Cost Fluctuations#
Cost data is particularly difficult to deal with on
account of fluctuations which ocour from tlrie to time and
from place to place. In this study all available data has
27
been made use of in an attempt to get averages that Qlght be
of greater value than the results of any individual investi
gations for the purposes here in involved.
Table TI is a tabulation of the available data giving
the source and the year in which the results were obtained.
The cost per horse hour is given in the body of the table.
In the lowest line the oost is given p^r horse power hour.
(a) Place Fluotuatione. The cost of horse labor v&rles
considerably in different parts of the country. It raay be
noticed thst the costs are higher for the eastern states for
the aanie year. This may easily be aoo unted for by the hi^-
er prices of com and oats in the east. For example, from
1909 to 1914 the oost per horse hour in Illinois and ITew York,
(according to tT. S. D. A. Bui. 560) was ^0.0966 and tO.1422
respectively, a difference of $0.0466, or 49){ higher in
Kew Tork. At that time the price of corn in Hew York, as
compered with Illinois, was 42?. greater, and of oats 36^
greater.
Where fluctuations occur betwaen two farms in the same
locality, tho nain rea on is likely that of thu number of
hours worXed per yoar. This is probably the cause of the
diffortince in tiorse coats as given by Marshall County and
Shelby County, Iowa, for the same years, 1922 and 1922.
TABLB T.
cost OF HORSE LABOR.
Data from t7. S. Dept. of Apiculture Bui. 1298
28
Itemized suranary of average annual costs and relative im-
portanoe of various itei.is of cost, 19E1.
{279 farms, 1,975 horses.)
Items •• Cost per year
Per cent of
: total cost.
Feeding and bedding I t 63.86 : 60.2
Chores te 11,88 : 11.2
Interest •• 7.37 : 6.9
Stabling • 7.28 : 6.9
Depreciation •ft 6.70 : 6.3
Harness costs e• 4.78 : 4.£
Shoeing 1.90 s 1.8
Miscellaneous • 2.29 t 2.2
Total gross cost t 1106.08 : 100.0
Credit for manure : 6.87
Ket cost •• f 99.21
Aotual average number of hours of horse labor on 279 farms,
723 hours.
Cost per horse h<.ur #0.137
-•N

\/ iJii
; * l/'i
T^nz
// /•
A / 1923
i /:
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•
• / i'-
/ 1914 5
1916
191•^
1920
1921
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V.
TABIE VII
JEED PRICES 1908 - 19£3 (inclusive)
zo
Com, per Bu« : Oats, per 3u« ; Hay, per Ton.
60^ s 47. •e 1 9.14
68,6 : 40.6 s 10.68
48.0 t 34.4 •e 12.14
61.8 : 45.0 e• 14.29
48.7 : 31.9
•
• 11.79
69.1 : 39.8
•
e 12.43
64.4 : 43.6 « 11.12
67.B s 36.1
•
• 10.63
88.9 I 62.4
e
e 11.22
127.9 i 66,6 e4 17,09
136.6 ; 70.9 : 20.13
134.6 : 71.6 2 20.08
67 : 46 I 17.76
42.3 : 30.2 : 12.11
66-8 : 39.4 e9 12.86
72.7 ; 41.6
• 14.07
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Ih) Time fluQtuatlon8> Plate IV shows the cost pep
hoPse hour from 1900 to 1923 according to averages obtained
from the data in Table VI. It will be seen that there is
a large variation in costs during that time* Table VII gives
the pplod of com, oats and hay over the same period* The
ppioe of oopn and oate has been plotted on the same plate.
A glanoe at the plate will show that the horse labor oosts
follow very olosely the ftfad prloes over that period.
g. Power Developed per Horse.
/
One weakness of all data available on this subject is
that no record of the amount of woric done per horse is a-
vallable. The amotmt of power that a horse develops depends
upon the load he pulls and the rate at which he travels.
To develop one horse-power, if he pulls a load of 150 lbs,
he must travel at Zi miles per hour. This Is more than the
average horse pulls, and besides, rest periods are required,
60 that the average speed would be reduced to about 2 miles
per hour.
A horse hour is not equivalent to a horse-power hour,
though this is a mistaken assumption often iiade even by
engineers,
Thurston, in "The Animal as a Itaohine and a Prime
Mover", states: "The horse, if of average weight and condi
tion, should do a day*8 work at the rate of about two-
thirds of a horse-power." Sennle rated the average draft
Z3
horse at two-thirds of a "Watt" horse-power. Watt*6 exper
iments 8:iowed that the average horse, walking at the rate of
Ei miles per hour, pulled 100 lbs., which is equivalent to
22,000 foot-pounds per minute, after which he decided to add
6O5S for good measure and call 33,000 foot-pounds per minute
one horse-power. Watt's unit of "horse power" is universally
used to-day»
It l8 probably trae that bigger horses are used at pres
ent than were used v^en these early ezpt.riments were made. It
1b generally accepted that a horse should pull one-tenth of
his weight. Taking the average farm horse at 1.400 lbs.,
which Is liberal, and assuming an average rate of 2 miles per
hour, the Dower developed is 1400 x 2 x 88 s .744 or
10 X til&,d66
approximately s/4 H. P. This figure will be used in comparing
horse and traotor costs.
YII. Traotor Cofcts.
The material available on traotor costs is more limited
than that on horse costs, and naturally not available over
as long a period of tine. Tractors were not used extensive
ly for field worJc until a^out 1912. Records of costs that
can be given much credit are available only for recent years.
1. Method t'f Obtaining Costg.
The items entering into the cost of tractor power in
order of inportanoe are: depreciation, fuel, repairs and
.''i,
upkeep, interest, oil and housing* y
2^4
U, S, D. A. Bulletin Ho. 1B97 elvea the following table
for 192S, bearing on the ooeta of these items.
TABLE VIII
Average Cost per Year and per Day, 192S
Two-^low and Three-Plow Tractors
Item
Coat per year : Cost per day
•
2-p1qw ; a-plow ; g-plow ; g-plow
Depreciation t |78 • 00 $129 •00; $2.41 $4.53
Fuel s 81 .00 89
o
o
•
|2.fil $3.12
Repair and upkeep : 36
••
o
o
•
33 • 00: 1.08 1.16
Interest : 17
.
o
o
•A
31 .00: •53 1.09
Oil : 18
«
19 .00: • 56 .67
Other costs : 11 .00 15
•
o
o
•
.34 .53
Total : 240 .00 316 .00: 7.42 11.10
Depreciation is the largest item entering into the
oost of operating a tractor. Acoording to C« S. D. A. Bui.
997, the average life of tractors was fo\md to bo 6.7 years.
This is based on a 1920 survey. Acoording to the same souroo
the average price of a 2-plow and 3-plow Traotors in 1920
was $972.00 and $1,354.00 respeotively. This divided by the
average life gives the annual depreciation, which would be
fl46.00 for the 2-plow and $202.00 for the 3-plow tractor.
k
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The annual depreoiation given in Table VIII for 1922 18 con
siderably lower than this, whioh may be accounted for by the
lower first ooat in 19E2. The arerage oost of 2-plow traotora
In 1922 was about $730.00, from figures given in U. I). A,
Statlstioal Bulletin Ho. 6.
only data available on tractor costs that might be
used for purposes of oomparison with horse labor costs is
given in cost per day or per hour for 2-plow and 3-plow trac
tors. Here afain certain assumptions rauet be made In order
to have the fi^iures in the form of oost ptsr horse-power hour#
Table II gives cost data for three years, 1918, 1920
and 1922, from three different sources*
table IX.
Cost of Tractor Power for Field Work,
•
T
Source. Tear
• •
Cost per day: Cost per hr;Coet her H,P. hr.
" • • •
2-plow: 3-plow: 2-plow; 3-plow: 2-pl 3-pl: Av,
Iowa Circular 63
tJ. S. D. A. Bui.997
U. S. B. A. Bui.1297
1918
1920
1922
: : .786
• •
12.67? 17,73:1.267
: :
7.42: 11.10: .742
1.016 119:1025
• •
1.773 198:.179
• •
1.110 112:.112
2. Power developed by Tractors.
The question arises, how much power Is required to pull
a two furrow plow at average tractor speed? The draft per bottom
.111
.185
.112
.\
'\
\
3d
in olay loan, plowing six inohes deep Is about 500 lbs.
ABSuming that the traotor travels at Si miles per hour, tha
power req^uired per bottom would be:
The &-plow traotor would then develop 6.6 H. F, and the
S^plow traotor 9.9 H. P, Tae last oolunn in table IZ is oon-
putftd. on that basis.
•V I
ylll. Anlnal and Traotor Power Compared.
/ As the purpose of this study is chiefly to obtain a
/ comparison between the use of animal power and loechanical
power for field work, it will be well to aumnarize here on
that phase of the problem.
1. Sources of Power for Field Work.
TABLE Z.
Comparison of MeoheaiioaX and Animal Power ised on
United States Farms for Field Work, 19S3
(From National Faro Power Survey.)
/
/
Source : Primary H. P. : ^ : H. P. Hra.Dev'pd:
: : : annually :
Animal : 21,660,000 : 84.fi ; 6,710,000,000 S 86.2
Gas Tractors s 4.000.000 : 15.5 : 900,000.000 : 11.8
1
. Total : 2&.660.000 rlOO.O ; 7.610.000.000 : 100.0
/i-.i:
//r
I. f j
a?
This table shows olearly to what a large extent animal
power is used for field work. Of the total available power for
field work, 84.65t is animal power. If we examine the horse
power hours deyeloped annually hy the two s uroes, the oompar-
ison is still more striking; 88.2^ of ell field work in the
United States is at present done by work aninals.
It will be noticed that no figures for steam engines
appear in this table. The amount of field work done with steam
engines at the present tine is so small tJist its omission from
ohis table will cause no appreciable error. Kr. Kinsnan does
not give figures for the steam engine as used for field work,
Zm Comparative Costs of Power From the Two Sources,
Since the tractor costs data is only given for three
different years, for purposes of conparison the horse labor
costs will be taken for the same years. Table II gives the
cost of power from the two sources per horse-power hour for
1918, 1920 and 1922.
TABLE II.
Cost of Power for Field Woric.
Source : 1918 : 1920 : 1922 : Average
Horse
Tractor
: .263 : .332 ; .213 :
: .111 : .185 : .112 :
.269
.136
Plate T shows graphically the horse and tractor costs
over the period for ti^ich the data was obtained. It will be
e
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O
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-
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noticed that for the yt;ar8 vhere fi^rures are given for both
sources the relation is practically the same. The fluctuations
in either oase would be affected by much tba same economio
conditions from tine to time* According to these records,
horse labor costs almost twice as maoh as mechanical power
where the latter is used*
Suf.imary of Comparisons»
Plate VI gives a gra 'hical sunmary of the field power
situation in the United States at the present tine. It must
be inferred from this comparison that an increased use of mech
anical power wuld result in lowering the cost of production^
To ^at extent this laight be carried Is not easily determined.
It would be interesting to figure what saving might be made
by an entire displacement of animal power.
Cost per 100 H. P. Kours;
With present distribution, 88.8 x .269 + 11.8 x .136 s $2C.30
All mechanical power, 100 x .136 z tl3.60
Difference #11.70
Saving: 11.70 x ICQ a 46^
26.30
It is not predicted that mechanical power will entirely
replace animal power. It aeems reasonable to suppose thut some
point of balance may be reached where a further increase of
the use of mechanical power would not be economical • It seems Vv
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obTiouB, hoKOTer, that that point Is far off, and that a very
great reduction in the cost of production of agricultural
producta may be effected l)y working towards an increased use
of nechanical power for field work.
IX» Power Requirements of Farpi Crops.
The amount of power used for different farm operations
In the United States hasaalready been given. Table II shows
the relation between the power required for tha major opera
tions. Plowing consumes almoat one-third of all power used
for field woric. It is likely that plowing will always be
the most important field, operation and the one i^ich takes
the most power, although it Is an operation performed only
once each year upon the aame piece of land.
Cultivating inter-tilled cropa is an operation which
consumes a great deal of power, especially in the corn-belt
and the cotton growing regions of the south. Although cul
tivating is comparatively light work as compared with plow
ing, it may take almost as much power on some farms, as the
same land Is cultivated three or four tines in a season.
In 1923, according to Table II, cultivating took IS.S^
of all power used for field work in the United States. This
is not a large pc.roentage, but the growing of inter-tilled crops
is on the increase. With the introduction of earlier varieties
the corn-belt has been gradually uoving northward; the practice
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of ^owin^ BQall grains In rows Is oomlng into use In some
seotlons, and with nore dlTerslfled farming many fodder and
root crops reauiring inter-tillage have ^een included In the
rotation. CultlTntlng growing crops is one farm operation
which, as yet, la not done successfally with meohanioal power.
Horses are used excluslvtly for this operation.
In order to get a better underEtanding of the power
requirements of farm crops at the present tine, a classifica
tion of crops is here presented, classifying all major crops
as cultivated or non-cultivated crops.
1« Cultivated Crops.
Crops req.uiring cultivation during the growing season
Include corn, cotton, grain sorghums, tobacco, potatoes,
sweet potatoes, sugar cane and ax gar beets. Some of the snail
grains should be included in this class as well* Table III
giveo the acreage of these crops and their distribution by
states in 1923. Ho data was availalile on the acreage of snail
grains grown in rows, so this item was oultted. According to
this data, the acreage of cultivated crops in the United States
In 1923 was 15C million acres, or approximately of all
field crops.
g. yon-cultivated Crops.
In Table ZIIl Is given the acreage and distribution of
crops which are not cultivated during the growing season.
TABLE XII
CULTIVATED CROPS
DISTRIBUTIONS 3Y STATES 19E3,
fAQges In Thousanga)
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39:
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14:
•
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1,837:
20£:
•
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CULTIVATED CROPS (Cont'd).
DISTRIBUTION BY STATES 1923.
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?enn. 3,01B 1,167 146 32 35 4,398:
lla. 3,310 3,149 44 113 70 6,686:
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TABLE IIII
non-cuxtiyati:d crops
(Crops not Bom In Hows)
BISTRIBtJTIOH BY STATES 1923
(Aoree In Thouaanda)
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ypy-CULTIVATED CROPS (Cont'd)
(Crops not Sown In Rows.)
DISTRIBUTIOH BY STATES 1923.
(Aores In ThOtt8and.a)
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This inoTudee wheat, oats, barley, rye, flax, buckwheat, rice
and hay crops• A amall percentage of the snail grains and
hay crops should properly be classified as rowed crops, so
it nay be sstiDated fairly th^t one-half of the crops In the
United States, by acreage, are grown In rows and oultlTateO.
during the growing season. The data contained In these tables
Is presented graphically In Plate VII.
X» Llmltfitlons of the Tractor in Field Operations.
The tractor, wiiere used, has boen ahown to be a much
cheaper source of power than horses. Why then is the tractor
not used to a greater extent? The answer is that the utility
of the tractor is too limited. The tractor is used chiefly
for plowing and fitting the ground, so far as field operations
are conoexuad. Cultlvaoing rowed crops is not a tractor oper
ation, and as this Is auoh an Important operation in uodorn
agriculture, and likely to becorie raore so, the tractor does
not fit well into tlie cycle of farm operations.
Illinois Bulletin Ho. £31 clasaifleH fam operations
into three classts: first, horse or non-t"actcr w rk; second,
doubtf\il t-^actor v/ork; and third, tractor work. According to
t:iis claasifioatiom tlte major field operation range as follows:
1. Hon-tractor operations.
(a) Cultivating rowed crops
(b) Planting corn
(o) Husking Com
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(d) Mowing, raking and tedding hay.
(e) Sowing grass seed.
(f) Hauling bundles to thresher or ensilage outter.
2» Doubtful traotcr operations*
(a) Drilling smell grains.
(b) Cutting saall grains or corn with binder*
(o) lulling hay-loader.
(d) Hauling feed and fertilizer, (nore than one wagon.)
a. Tractor operationa.
(a) Plowing.
(b) DlBking.
(o) Harrowing.
(d) Cutting stalks, (with disk)
(A) Dragging.
(f) Cultivating bare fallow.
XI. Displacement of Horses by Use of Tractor.
On account of the liraited application of the tractor
it does not replace many horses, especially on corn-belt farms.
The peak load on the corn-belt faru occurs in Key aurin^^ the
operations of plowing snd preparing the land. The use of a
tractor will relieve the situation at that tine, but is unable
to take cere of subsequent inter-tlTlage work. On non-tractor
farms the number of hoz^es is determined by the amount of wvrk
which must be done in May while on traotcr farms it la deter
mined by the work of cultivating which occurs In June anl July.
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The dlfferonoe In the load at tiiose two periods Is not great
enough to have muoh effeot upon the number of horses kept«
A very bad feature of not being able to ise the traotor
for oultlvatlBg corn la that this work ooties during the hottest
days of summer when anlmle ere least efficient* The traotor,
on the contrary, works at Its maximum efflolenoy during hot
weather. It is not unooumon to pass a field of oorn In June
or July when the thermometer registers 100 degrees in the shade,
and see horses, foaming with sweat and fighting with the flies,
pulling a oultlvator, while the traotor, which plowed and
prepared the land, stands idle In the shed, or pu rhaps In the
fence comer where depreciation goes on even more ra^dly*
Acooi^ing to U* S* ])• A. Farmer's Bulletin 719, the
ftverage traotor on corn-belt farms replaces only about four
horses; soctt In-vestlgations have given a figure as low as
three.
The place of the traotor on oorn-belt farms may be ap
preciated from the •''ollowing r-ile laid down by the author of
U. S. D, A. Farmer's Bulletin 1093, Kr. l. A. Reynoldeon, who
says: "Keep enru^ horseB cultivate corn and do other nec
essary work which rflist be done at the same time but which the
tractor cannot do." Thds lule, It mst be admitted, is per
fectly sound wbezi applied to the nodem tractor. But, while
such 8 rule wast be followed, there is little to be gained by
using more neohenical power.
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XII. ^ropoeea. Solution for the Farm Poiwr Problgm.
The farn poviier situation has been preaontea rather fully»
To sum up, it may be stated briefly as follows:
The United States farmer has two sources of power for
field work, aninal and meohanioal; the former supplies 88^ of
the power but is found to cost twioe as much per horse-power
hour as meohanioal power, where the latter is used.
Greater use of meohanioal power therefore presenta a
means of lowering the cost of production of farm oropa. Th«
modem traotor can do little to solve this problem, as its
range of application Is too limited. Tractors designed for
speolal purposes, as for example the motor-cultivator, which
has been used to soioe extent, will do little to lower the
oost of production, as additional power units mean too great
an overhead expense* Ifechanical power cni&t be made more ver*
satile before it can economically be brought into nore exten
sive use.
The writer believes that tho solution of this problem
lies with the tractor designer and manufacturer. The problem.
It la believed, would be solved to a large degree by the de
sign of a well built, light weight, general-purpose tractor,
suitable for cultivating com and other row^d crops, and yet
equally adaptable to plowing and belt work as the oonventicnal
machine.
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SECTIOH II
?HE T)KVELOPirBT OF THE TRACTOR
The progresB In the use of mechanical power in indus
try has been stupendous. Perhaps the nost amazing develop
ment ever viewed hy civilization has been that of the auto-
notlve industry, which in little nore than two decades has
sprung up from its infeuicy to one of the grtjatest industries
of the oountry. It takes no prophet to see that we are only
just entering the "motor age." It would be contrary to all
natural evolution in the affairs of mankind if this rapid
development were to oease all of a sudden and not be carried
further. Thnt development in the motor world will pzDgress as
rapidly, if not more so, in the next twenty years as it
has in the last corresponding period seens inevitable to
those *^0 have read and noted the progress of humanity.
The gas tractor and the automobile had their begin
ning almost simultaneously. There arA now over 15 million
automobiles and trucks In the United States, and almost half
a million tractors.
I. The Early Tractor.
It was the success of the stationery and portable en
gine used for belt work to replace the sweep-power and the
treadmill t}iat first gave rise to the use of neohanlcal power
for field work. The portable steam engine was provided with
drive wheels I gear transmission and steering wheels and the
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steam tractor was ready for use. The early gas tractor was
a slnilar development of the stationary gas engine mounted
on a frame and geared to a pair of drive wheelei*
The traotor was at first a orudot heavy rnaohize with
*o^^ii^g p&rts exposed* How the cost of operating th6
early tractors compared with the ooet of animal power m do
not knew* It is more than lllcely thqt the comparison was
act in favor of the tractor* The traotor cane in first as
an auxiliary, rather than as a substitute for the ?iorse. It
was desired to brealc up large tracts of land and to do it
quickly. To do this with animal power would have been im
possible, as the supply of that source was United and oould
not be innedintfcly increased. The big steam and gas tractors,
pulling el^t to twelve plows, found favor for reasons of
expediency.
_I_I* Tendency in I^odern Traotor Desijoi
T}ie time oarae »iien this first function of the tractor
had teen fulfilled. The land was broken up and it required
leas power to pfcrforra subsequent operations. I>uring this
period the tractor underwent so!« improveiients, but certain
defects, not so apparent wlien working on aod, beoaoe acre
serious when working on plowed ground. Exoossive weight was
one of those drawbacks. The rolling resistanoe on plowed
ground is Huoh greater than on the firm sod, and therefore
the efficiency of the traotor was out dcwn with increased
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tillage of the soil* Ko Bpeolal attenpt was made to enclose
the working p&rts of the early tractor. When plowing sol
this was not a serlouB objection, but with increased tillage
oarnu the dust menace, which makes it essential to have all
working parts enclosed.
In spite of its drawbacks, it mst be said that steady
progress has been made in improving the tractor from its
first appearance, particularly in the strictly meohunlcal
engineering field. Coiaparing the tractor of to-day with
ciiat of ten years aro, we have a Dac/ilne which la li^rhter in
wel^t, nore ocononlcal; In fuel consumption, suited for lower
grade fuels; practically all wotting psrts are enclosed;
air cleaners protect the cylinders from excessive wear; the
mechanical efficiency has been improved by the U80 of roller
and ball bearings in the transmiasicn and the replacement of
wearing parts has been made easier end nore general*
It is the application o:^ the ti'aotor to egrioulture
that has been neglected by the designer, so that thu range
of usefulness of the tractor is not iiuoh wider than it was
tea years ago. -rraotora lire still being built chiefly for
plowing and belt work, although a number of attempts have
been made, and ere being made, to extend their usefulness to
other channels.
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III, Treoedent In General-Purpose Traotor Dealfcn
The general-purpose traotor is not a new Idea; several
oompanies have built general-purpose traotors, but so far none
of them have made much progress and some have gone out of
business.
One thing that haa gone against the general•^purpoae
traotor 1b that it haa been felt to be a oompromlae between a
plowing engine and a motor oultlvator without muoh auooesa at
either* In aome oaaes the arrangenent for belt woxk haa been
far from aatlafaotory^ —another oase where an unsatisfactory
compromise has been made* For this reasont the general-pur-
pose traotor has often been thou^t of in the same way as a
general-purpose horse, which is supposed to be adaptable to
heavy farm work, yet light enoueh to be hitched to a buggy end
driven to town; or the dual-purpose cow, which Is expected to
produce a fairly large amount of milk and yet raise good beaf
calves. A compromise of that kind is extremely difficult, if
at all posalbla to make Batlafactorily on account of biologi
cal diffloulties *4iioh arise. It should be muoh simpler, how
ever, to make such a oompronise When mechanical principles
only are involved.
It is the belief of the writer that the reason the
general-purpose traotor haa failed in a numbtr of forms in
whioh it has appeared is due to the fact that thesa compro
mises have not been properly made, and further, that with
careful planning and designing, it is possible to combine these
various functions In one laachine without Impairing any of the
major functions ndille trying to develop others.
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SEC^TOH III.
THE RKQUIRK}^rNT3 OF A GETTERAX-PURPOSE TRACTOR,
The purpose of this section is to present a study of
the desirable features in tractor design with special appli
cation to the general-purpose tractor. These requirements
may be grouped as follows;
I« long recognized requlreraents for utoich all designers are
striving:
1. Effioiency. (a) Fuel economy,
2. Durability, [t) Keohanioal efficiency.
3. Low cost*
4. Simplicity,
6, Accessibility,
6. Protection of working paints from dust,
7, Good lubrication of all working parts, without
constant care,
B* Renewal of working parts,
9, Care and safety of operation.
11, Special reQi.irenents to oset the demands of modem agricul*
ture.
10, Cultivating attachment.
11, ''idth of track to fit rows, but not too wide ftor
plowing.
XS* Clearance to work In fields of growing corn.
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IZm Slue, such as to bo applioable to ppactloal unite of
tillage, aeoding, harvesting, and belt machines.
14. Unit assembly of auch parts as engine and transmission,
15. Speeds of tractor suitable for all farm machinea,
16. Tight weight, with provision for additional weight when
required.
17. Control easy and quick for oultivating.
18. Differential 1}ra}ce8 for quiok turning irtien oultiv&ting.
19. Power take-off by tumbling shaft*
£0. Belt pulley in good position to receive belt.
21. Compact arrangement, consistent with acoessibility.
22. Heat appearance.
Saoh of these points will now be discussed more In
detail.
1. Sffloiency.
Efficiency has long been held as one of the most im
portant points in tractor desi^. This field has ofjnsequent-
ly been worked a good deal more than the others.
(a) Pael economy. The tractor engine should make
economical use of low-grade fuels. The ccmpression ratio
mast bo high enou^^ to give good fuel economy, yet not so
hi^ as to cause pre-ignition. The volumetric efficiency
must not be impaired by under-sized valves, o* some aich re
strictions; the velocity in the intake manifold amt, how
ever, be high enough to maintain low-grade fuel# in a vapor
ized form. The carburator must be short-coupled, as long
y/
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manifolds tend to produce condensation. Tlie shape of the
combustion chamber should be auoh as to produce turbulence,
which promotes rapid flame propagation and pernits of the use
of higher compression ratios* The cooling system should be
80 designed as to bring the temperature of the cooling water
up quickly and to maintain it at or near 212 degrees Fprenl'ielt
under all oonditions; steam cooling would neet these demands
parfcioulerly well.
Jfeohanical efflolenoy. Meohanloal losses in the
maohine may be reduoefl. considerably >)y the use of ball and.
roller bearln^rs aad simple gear design. It Is found howsTer
that trifc ohief loss In transmitting the power of the engine
/ to the drawbar occurs between tl» ground and the driving
members. Wheel equipment has been given little study in the
past, but in view of the great loss which occurs in the drive
wheels this phase sht^ld be given special consideration.
8. Purabllitv.
Proper proportioning of parts for strength and rigi
dity, good naterial, and good workiaansMp are essential to
dxirabillty. These, however, must be acoonpanled by other
features, as enolosure, good lubrloatln and replacement of
wearing parts, all of «bloh will be discussed separately.
a. IiO» Cost.
As the matter of cost 18 of sv.oh great importance,
that Item most constantly be kept in ulnd. In some oases
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desirable features must be onnltted for reasons of oost, but
at all tiiaee the false eoonomy of using poor materials and
inferior workmanship should be avoided.
Slmplioity.
The einpler a maohlne is the better, proviaing it
accomplishes what is desired. Simplicity should be set up as
one of the important criteria In traotor design, espeoiall/
in view of the "fact thst the simpler maohlne is usually at
the same time cheaper.
6. Aooesalbility*
The importance of aooesslbility in any maohlne Is in
direct proportion to the attention required. Conversely the
accessible machine will be given more attention by the oper
ator and. therefore kept in better condition. Hot only is
tine saved by having working parts accessible, but wear and
breakages will be reduced because the machine will get better
care. All parts requiring frequent attention, ea the oonneo-
ting-rod bearings and valves, should be readily acoesslble.
6. Protection of Workin/y Parts from Dust.
Thorough enclosure of all working pa rts of a tractor
Is essential to long life. Ho machine of the same degree of
refinenent in constniotion wcrks under as severe ccnditions
as does the farm tractor, which is often driven through clouds
of dust* The lubricant nay easily be converted into a grin
ding compound of all dust is net excluded. An efficient air-
cleaner is « very essential feature of any tractor.
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7. Good Lubrloatlon*
The film of oil, so essential between all parts thftt
slldo upon 6ach other, must at all times maintained and
assured in order thnt wear and breakages may be reduced to a
minimum. A lubrlosting system that does not retiuire constant
care is essential to the tractor,
8. Renewal of Wearing Parts*
All parts subjected to wear diould be replaceable»
For example, no wearing perte should be oast with the aigine
block unless the wear is likely to be very slight and not of
serious consequence, as for Instance the pushrod guides.
Some important ports that should "be replaceable are:
(a) Cylinder liners.
(b) Valve guides.
(o) Piston pin bushings.
(d) Camshaft bushings.
9. Operation.
The operator should be provided with a comfortable
place to ride, where he Is protected from the dust from the
drivers, and the exhaust gases and heat of the engine. The
machine should be easy to control and safe to operate.
10. Cultivating Attaohnent.
Cultivating ro\^ed crops is one of the first requisites
of the general-purnose tractor. This part of the equipment \
should there-fore be an attachnent for the tractor rather than ^
a separate naohlne to De hitohea on behlnl. This attaohaent \
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should be of aaoh size as to be in balance with other power
reguiremente of the tractor, such as plowing.
11. Width of Track.
The distance between the wheels nnist be suoh as to fit
the rows, so that the inheels will not vnn too close to the
plants being cultiTated. For plowing, a narrow track Is desir
able in order to avoid side draft* This should be considered
in adapting the tractor to cultlyating.
IS* Clearance.
In order to decide upon ^he olearsnce necessary to
work in fields of growing oom, a number of horse end notor-
cultlvators were nteasured. These have been known to give
satisfaction, so that precedent may be safely followed in this
respect. For horse-cultivators the average clearance seems
to be about 30 inches, while one motor-cultivator was found
to have only inches. This is perhaps the minimum, but 28
inchea would be ample clearance.
13. Size to Fit Practloal Units.
It would be desirable to have all machines used with
the general-purpose tractor of the sane power reruirenents.
This ahould be aimed at as near as possible in order not to
overload the engine at some operations and run at only part
load while performing others.
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14. Unit Aseembly,
Such parts as the engine and transmission may be
built in separate units and aounted on a frame, Tiiis oon-
straotion lends itself very well to offiolent service work,
as a defective unit may be easily replaced by another while
the former is being repaired.
16. Speeds.
The tractive speeds of the tractor should be selected
with care to fit the requirements of different machines. A
large variety of speeds w(.uld be highly desirable. As the
friction-drive is the only way with which this can bo accom-
pliahed by purely mechanical means, with any degree of sim
plicity, it would seem better to use about three well selec
ted speeds by gear drive#
16» Light Weights
When traveling at a fairly high speed with a correspon-
ding light drawbar pull, it is desirable to have light weight.
When greater traction is required aadltional weight nay easily
be seoured by adtvinr extra weights. For this reason all efforts
should be made to build a light weif^t nachine#
17. Control.
Cultivating rowed crops requires quick and positive
control in order that the plants nay not he damaged. This
control should be simple and easy to operate. The guiding
should be entirely by the steering wheel and not partly
by foot pedals.
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18. Differential Brake 8«
In order to turn in a email radlue at the ends of the
rows, differential feralws are almost essential, espeolally in
soft ground where the front wheels tund to skid sideways.
These should also operate by cKians of the steering wheel.
19. Power Take-Off,
The low efficiency of drive-wheels means that a great
saving in power may be gained by driving harvesting machines,
binders and ocrn huskers directly frora the machine by a tua*
bling shaft rather than transmitting the power throtigh two
seta of wheels in contact with the ground. The direction and
speed of the power take-off should conform vdth S. A, E.
standards vdilch have been adopted. The ^recommendation reads
as follows: "The normal speed of the power take-off of tractors
designed for operating tractor-propelled agricultural imple
ments shall be 536 r. p. m., the rotation to be clockwise when
looking in the direction in which the tractor travels."
20. Belt Pulley,
The position of the belt-pulley le very important from
the stazuipolnt of convenience in lining up with nachlnes. The
most desirable location for the belt pulley is at the side,
preferably the ri^t side, to be in best view for the operator.
Often the pulley is placed so thst the belt runs too dl ose to
some part of the tractor as the front wheel or front aa^e.
The belt should run free from all obstacles.
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£!• OoBipaot A.rranpenfcnt«
A neat, ocnpaot arrangeraent of different parts is desir
able, providing it is consistent with aooesslbllity. For
working in orchards it Is particularly desirable that the
tractor occupy as little space afl possible,
22, Appearance,
Although not essential to utility, the matter of
appearance should be given some thought by the designer.
Simple, clear out lines should be aimed at, partly for the
sake of appearance, hut also because it lends Itself to econ
omy in production.
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SECTIOir IV.
THE DEGIGH OF A CKHERAI PUEPOSE TRACTOR
Uaing the requirements set forth In the preceding
section as a basis from which to work, the design of a maohine
to meet these requlreraents will now be undertaken. For infor-
Bation relating to calculations and standard practice in
maohine design the following references have been used:
1« Kent's Heohanloal Engineer's Handbook.
8, The Gasolene Automobile, Volunes I and II, —Heldt.
3, Motor Vehicle P^nglneerlng, --Favary.
4« Uachinery's Handbook.
!• ^neel Arrangenent and Width of Track.
One of the first things that mart be decided upon in
the design of a general-purpose tractor is the vvheel arrange
ment. A casual glance thr uf-h one of the tractor Journals
shows wdiat a variety of arrangeiaents ore used and which may be
presented for connideratlcn. A olassificatlon of types of
tractors according to wheel arrangenent night be nede as fol
lows:
1. Pour wheel type, standard road track.
(a) Rear wtoeel drive.
(b) Four wheel drive,
S* Three wlieel type, roar wheel di*lve.
(a) Wide track, for cultivating, single steer wheel
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in front.
(^) Single, wide drun for driving,
3. Two wheel type, front wheels drive, and steer.
4. Traok type.
(a) Without steer wheels.
(h) Two eteer wheels in front.
Before deolding upon the type of tractor, several
important features mast be considered. These will be dis
cussed next.
II« Wiieel Equlpraent.
In selecting wheel equipment, two poesihillties are
presented, the wheel type and the track type, or the "cater
pillar" trade, as it is conmonly called. A drive wheel with
lugs is cheaper to built! thnn the track, hut the latter has
been found to be considerably nope efficient, beside having
the advantage of being able to ije ss over ground which Is v^ry
wet and soft. The track has a large ntinher of wearing parts,
howevtr, and will require repair ani oonslderat)lo cttention.
It is thought that the cheapness and long life of the wheel
more than offsets the higher effioienoy and the ability of
the track to paRS ever all kinds of ground, when the choico of
wheel eqiiipnent for a gentral-purpose f^actor is involved.
In many oases, when the land is too wet for the use of a light
wei^t wheel tractor, it is unfit to be worked. Pop those
raasons, the wheel type will be adopted for the proposed design.
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IXI. Possible Arrangements for Inter-Tillage•
Aa the cultivating attaohn«nt is one of the first
requisites of the gentsral-purpose traotor, and as this type of
cultivator mu»t govern, or "be governed by, the wheel arrange
ment, the possible arrangements for inter-tillage will be con
sidered next with a view of deciding upon the best type of
tractor to design.
Figure I shows six possible arranger»ents, some of which
are used on well-known general-purpose tractors and motor-
cultivators •
Ifo. I is an arrangenent used by two different companies
manufacturing general-purpose tractors, ^he tractor straddles
two rows of corn. This arrangenent fits in very naturally
with the two row cultivator; no great difficulty is encountered
in obtaining the necessary clearance, as the raotor is in the
center betwuen two rows. Application to the two row cultivator
however, is obtained at the expense of the nost desirable wheel
arrangement for plowing. The wide track la an objectlonakle
feature when it cones to plowing with a one or two bottom plow
as a certain amount of side-draft is inevitable. Steering also
would be difficult when plowing, as one of the drivers runs in
the furrow while the front wheels are on the land.
ITo. S is an arrangeraent that has been used on two nakes
of general-purpose tractors. Oiiiding is here a double operation;
the tractor must be guided by the steering wheel while the gangs
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are g-iided tho use of the foot pedals. The two plaoea so
far TBT-ovea cannot easily ho watched at tho tarie time, and
£Tiiding beocnee a difficult operation. The bide-draft is also
objectionable with tMs arrangenent•
Ho. 3 la uaed by at least two manufacturers of motor
oi'ltivotors# The double ocntrol ia also used in this oase,
and the wide track nakes the traotor Inapplicable to plowing*
In order that a traotor be suitable for plowing with
two bottofiks It Giaat be na '^row* Granting that plowing is the
mont important operation that the traotor niust perform, it
would seem reasonable to accept the arrangcnent of .vheels best
suited for th^t purpose, which is the four wheel, narrow track
type, f^nd try t.o fit it into tho cultivating: scheue* Tiie four
wheel type presents two ponuibilities, t;}ie four wheel drive j
and tho ret^r two v/huel drive. The foraer involves excessive
mechanical compliciitions and has been found more difficult to
sttier* It will then be dicoarded, in spite of improved trao-
tion, for much the same reasons as the track type was discarded.
This limits the choice to the four wheel type, rear wheel drive.
Let "US next consider posaiblfi arrangements of the con
ventional type, four v/}ieel tractor for cultivating corn.
2^0. 4, 5, and 6 present three possibilities. No. 4 possesses
the undesirable "feature th'it three rows have to be watched, or at .
least two, when a two-row planter is used. The gaiding could
be mad-j more satisfactory with arrangement Ho. 6, but the side-
draft would be objectionable. Owing to the diffioulties in \
Y
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working out a satisfactory arrangonent with two rows for thia
type of tractor a three-row scheme is su^fgested.
The advantafes of the three-ra arranpenent shown
in ?To. 6 07er the two-row arrangeLients are:
1. Power re^uireiaents are nore nearly those of a
two bottom plow.
S. Vo side draft.
3. Work may be done more quickly.
The ohlef disadvantage of this aoheme is that it
would neoessitate the use of a three-row planter. HoweTer,
since the planter would likely be used with the same tractor
an extra row would help to give it a reasonable load. The
matter of obtaining the necessary clearance may also involve
some difficulties.
Arrangenent No, 6 has been selected as the most
desirable scheme, and the arrangerient of shovels has been pro
posed as shown in Fig* S. By placing the shovels well ahead,
quick control nay be secured by simply operating the steering
wheel, Foot pedals will be dispensed with and it will only
be necessary to watch one of the outside rows when the rows
are followed as planted; the other rows will register. The
shovels iRfclch are in line with the drive wheels are placed
behind in order that the wheel tracks may not be left packed.
An exptrinent Cfnduoted by Prof. E, V. Collins,
of the Iowa State College Experiment Station, with a cultivator
•i
D
Proposed /Arrangement of Cultivator 5ho>/e\^
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plaoed well ahead of the traotop aa In this suggested arrazige-
ment, has convinced the writer of the advantages of the scheme,
particularly as regnrde ease of control.
IV. Size of Traotor,
The size of the general-purpose traotor should be
such as to he applicable to practical units of field and belt
machines. It will not be possible to use all xoachiaes requir-
Ing the same amount of power, but that should be aimed at as
an ideal. Plowing is the heaviest field work that it will be
required to do. Nothing less than a two-furrow plow would be
considered practicable. A three-furrow plow would require a
larger traotor than would be practicable for cultivating corn.
A two-plow tractor will perhaps come nearest to
being the right size for other practioal units. Let us exam
ine the draw-bar pull required by loachines whloh would approx
imately fit the two-plow traotor.
TABIE nv.
Drawbar Pull Requirements of laachlnes. (Approximate.)
1. Two-bottom plow, 6" deep in heavy clay soil IBOO lbs.
" " II » « If average soil. • 1000 lbs.
e. Three row com planter 900 lbs.
" cultivator 900 lbs.
4. Double disk harrow 1200 lbs.
5. Eleven-foot grain drill with harrow • . . • 1000 lbs.
6. Ten-foot grain binder , 800 lbs.
7. Com picker 1400 lbs.
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This gives a fairly good hal^o© between different
maohines• If the traotor is deeigned to meet the oonditions
here given for a two tiottoo plow it will he large enough under
most oiroumstanoea, yet, using the above maohines It will never
be re(iuired to work at suoh a light load as to materially
lower its efficiency.
1. Horse Power Required at l)raw-Bar.
Three milee per hour is a good working speed for
plowing- With an average draft of 1000 Iba., this will re
quire •
1000 X 3 X 88 • ft H. P.
A lower speed of two railee per hour might be used
for heavy plowing. With a maximcam draft of 1600 lbs. this
also would require 8. H. P.
It would seeia tiiat 9 H« P> wt.^uld be anple to taks
care of the draw-b?ir work.
Relation between Drawbar and Brake H. P,
The rating of tractors is by no neans standardized.
It is common practice to use a drawbar H. P, rating which is
50^ of the brake H. P« rating, but some manufacturers use
60^ of the brake H. P# for the drawbar rating*
In order to get some idea ofthe relation that may
be expected between drawbar and brake H, P. of tractors the
following table was made up from results dTf the Nebraska
T'actor Tests on 17 different makes of tractors of approxi-
V
mately the else un&er oondlderation*
TABXE TV•
Drawbar Efficiency of Tractors.
Complied from Nebraska Tractor Tests
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Engine
9
Rating Hex.
•
•
H. P.;
Draw-:
Ratio
D.H.P
: Rated Load
•: H.P. Hrs.
:
•
Ratio :
Dr. :
•
• Brake »•
•
bar :
•
•
iJ.K.P .: per gallon
: ^r : Dr
•
a
•
0
•Hr. :
•
Allls Chalmers •• 12-SO 33.18 •• 20.9 : • 63 : 9.71: 6.32 I .60 :
Bates Stl I^la 0• 16-82 29.78 •* 23.0 : .78 : 7.39: 6.07 99 .80 :
Case •• 18-SO 2fi.S4 •# 17.0 : .67 :10.10: 5.40 •• • 54 :
Cletrao 3 12-20 24.94 t• 15.62: .62 : 8.33: 5.04 e• .60 :
Eagle 12-22 23.35 •# 13.0 : .56 : 7.92: 4.13 : .52 :
Emerson B'ng>iam 12-20 27.30 •• 17.55: • 64 : 8.45: 5.73 •• .68 :
Fordson IS.16 ♦ 9.34: .49 : 7.32: 2.45 •4 .34 :
Frick, Model A 12-20 22.31 •• 14.37: .64 : 6.69: 4.07 •• • 61 :
Hart-Parr 20 23.0 : 14.0 : .61 : 8.86: 5.42 9• .61 :
Heider 12-20 24.24 I 13.431 .66 : 6.81: 4.35 •• .64 :
Huber 12-25 26.7 ♦• 16.7 : .66 ! 6.08: 4,37 •• .72 :
Lauson 12-2«S 37.38 •• 20.9 : .66 : 8.63: 4.64 *• .64 :
XoCormlok D'n^ 10-20 21.84 f• 16.64: .71 :10.16: 5.81 t« .67 :
Hinneapolis 12-20 26.24 •p 15.73: .60 : 6.71; 3.80 •• .67 :
Oil Pull 12-20 26.87 •• 15.02: .58 :10.82: 5.41 •• .50 :
Twin City 12-20 27.93 •• 18.43: .66 : 7.88: 5.00 •a .63 !
MoCormick D'ng 16-30 32.66 •• 19.67: .60 :i0.19s 6.22 • .61 :
Hean .62 • 59
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The overall drawbar efficienoy, or the ratio between
drawbar and brake H.P. will depend upon the effiolenoy of the
lug eq.ulpQtint and the offlolenoy the transnlsslon. In the
above tables this has been figured in two ways: first, by
dividing the naximm drawbar H.P, by the naxinnim brake H.P.,
and seocjnd, by dividing the P* hours per gallon at rated
drawbar load by the H, P, hours per gallon developed on the
brake, also at rated load. The mean of these ratios was found
to be .(S and .69 respectively. This figure would represent
the effiolenoy of tha transmission end lug equipment under the
conditions of the tests.
It must here be explained that these teats were all
Blade ona cinder track, which is not a oraotical working condi
tion, but would und-ubtedly give a higher effioiency than would
be obtained under average field conditions. According to re
cent twats oonduoted at Iowa State College, the efficiency of
tractor Itig e^uipnent has been ^lown to be around BOjt. In order
to account for the lossoa in the transmission, the overall
drawbar efficiency must then be aonewhat T:elow 50)f.
It would seem therefore th^^t the 60^ rating, as
often used, were too : i^^h. It is thrught liboral, in view of
present Information, to use 50^ as the overall drawbar effic
iency.
2. Size of Enf;ine.
Taking 9 H. P, as that required at the drawbar and
.5 as the drawbar efficiency, the required brake H. P, would
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be 18. It la reconnended that a reserve power of 20 to EBjt he
allowed. The size of engine suitable for this tractor would
then be about 22 H. P.
T. Clearance.
With the proposed throe*row cultivator arrangement«
sufficient clearance must be allowed under the oenter of the
tractor to pass over com of considerable height without
breaking it down, k clearance of 28 Inches will be used in
the preliminary layout. A small deviation fron this will be
permlssable, If found necessary.
VI. Type of En^ne.
The number of cylinders is one of the first (questions
that arises in the selection cf an engine. Two and four
cylinder engines are used for tractors; each type has its
advantages. In favor of the two cylinder engine nay be loentlon-
ed sifflpllclty and good carburetlon. Against these we have in
favor of the four cylinder engine steadier power, less vibra
tion and lighter weight. It is chtilfly for the last reason
that it is thought advisable to use b four cylinder engine in
the general-purpose tractor.
VII• Bnglne Location and Arrangement.
The location of a four cylinder engine relatively
to the reame, may be with the crankshaft lengthwise or cross-
wise. The former is the automobile type and the motor la plaoel
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Tertloall/* When the orankehaft la orovsnlae with the frame,
the motor may be either horizontal or vertical, aoocrdLlng to
praotloe In traotor design. The main objection to the latter
arrangement is that when plowing with one drive in the fur
row, the crankshaft Is tilted, end thrust is set up which
causes wear, and "lubrication is impaired- Manufacturers bull-
ding tractors of that type do not reocmend plowing with one
driver In the furrow. When using a two-bottoa plow with a
traotor it la best to ran the right wheels of the traotor in
the furrow, as otherwise considerable side draft la unavoid
able,
1. Method of Obtaining Clearanoe,
It has bfaen decided to have the notor placed with the
crankshaft lengthwise with the franc and to plow with two
wheels in the furrow. The problem now arises, how to obtain
the necessary clearance of 28 inches in the center. The motor
might be offset about 6 inches to one aid®, whioh would be a
bad feature, A vertical motor in thet position would necessar
ily be rather high; Its center of gravity would bo higher than
would be desirable.
A horizontal engine ml^t be used, and inJien so placed
aa to balance the crankshaft would be offset soc© distance to
one side and a certain anount of clearance gained. In order
to determine the anount of offset that would be pcraisslble,
It would be necessary to find the center of gravity of the
particular engine In ftuastlon.
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£. nentftT* to-f Gravity,
Sone englQttss were weighed in order to get an idea of
the location of the center of gravity. From the results ob
tained. it is safe to assume that the center of gravity of an
engine of the required size would be approximately 4 Inches
from the crankshaft along the axes of the cylinders. An off
set of 6 inches would tUere-^ore cause a slightly unhalanced
condition. As it la f*>\t that an offset of at least 6 inches
would be desirable to obtain the necessary cluarance, this
figure will be adopted, at laast tentatively. The degree of
unbalance may better be determined later, but it le thought
that this amount of offset will not have much detrimental ef
fect.
3. Offset Horizontal Engine.
In some respects a horizontal engine is preferable to
a veiptical engine. Accessibility and low center of gravity
are the main advantages. A probable danger of using the hori
zontal tye in this way la the possibility of getting the
cylinder head lower, when working on a side slope, with the
result of fouling the combustion chamber with lubricating oil.
This possiblHty should be yarded Qgalnat.
4. The Inclined Type.
After giving due ct nalderatlon to the horizontal engins
it was conceived that by Inclining the engine Ifi or 20 degrees
froB the horizontal all the advantages of the horizontal type
might be gained, and the possibility of fouling the combustion
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ohanfl>6V would be avoldod* With this errangeraent, it might
even bo possible to lubricate the engine without Torce-*e©d to
the oylinders - a feature not In use on ?iorizcntal cn^'ines.
6. Right or Left Offset*
Here arise two possibilities; the engine may be either
offset to the left or to the rl^t of the center line of the
traotor. Pig. Z shows these two arrangeoenta. The direotion
of rotation should in either oase be "over," as indicated by
arrows, in order thet the aide thrust on the piston due to the
angularity of the conneoting-rod be downward where oonditlons
are most favorable for good lubrication. V/hen these two arrange
raents are compared, a number of advantages are found on both
sides. These may be sumned up as follows:
1. Engine offset on right;
(a) Transniission on right, making control levers
more ocnvenlent.
(b) Belt pulley on right with a reasonable short
shaft.
to) Hot part of engine on aide «yay from operator.
2. Kngine offset on left:
(a) Engine cranks right-hand.
(b) Power take-off rung in right nirection with
only one set of gears.
(o) i^en plowing, the tilt tends to eiiuallze wel^t
on drivers.
After balancing up these points it has been decided that
the latter is the better arrangement. It has therefore been
adopted.
r-'
/• Snqine Offset C'to Rioht a «=•-3 w rriffnc £ Enqme Offset 6 to Lmft
PROPOSED ENGfNE fJRRfilNGEMENTS
pi
•6^
(
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VIII. Enrine Dealgn*
Preparatory to designing the engine, ccnslderahle thought
was civen to the tranemlsaion. In order to find out how this type
of engine oould be made to fit in with the general soheoe of
the traotcr. After deciding upon the type of tranamisaion, which
will be diaouBsed luter, the actual desi^ of the engine was
underta3cen,
Problem; To deaign a 4 cylinder engine capable of
developing 2S B. H, P. on .6 to .7 Iba. of fuel por H, P. Hr.
2. Special Features T^eoidod Upon.
(a) Kngiae Inclined 20 defrrees from horizontal.
(b) cylinder head.
(o) Ball bearing crankshaft - two bearing type.
(d) Steaa cooling*
(e) Cranlcahaft epeed 1,000 r. p, m*
3. Piston Pisplacenent.
(a) Calculation on basis of asauned H. E. P. axid
mechsnical efficiency
B. K. -P. . jTSS b^aP . . . (90) Heiat Vol. 1. b 404.
166,000
N 8 number of cylinders
S m piston speed» feet per minute ••••••••-nl
"1"
b z bore - inches
ZL = mechanical efflcienoy ••«•••• .aasume zi m ,85
P a K. P. during power stroke. • . • .assume P s 80
a s p. a 1,000
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(90) beoone» H n 1 l)2n P a B. H. P.
"1,005,000
SubBtltutlng. 4 T 1.000 3C .85 X 80 1 . p.g
i.oofiiooo ^— "
1 = 81.5
Assume 1 - 1,25b
1.25b^ = 81.6
b = 4-02
1 « 1.S5 X 4.OS . 5.02
PiBton diaplaoement « (4) (4.02)^ (5.02) = 266 ou. in.
4
(b) Caloulation of basis of fuel oonaunption!
R. P. K. = 1,000 H. P. « 22
Wo. of working strokes per rain. - 2,000
Fuel per H. P. Hr. . .65 Iba.
Volunt;trio efficlanoy, Ey - ,8 (Carpent. and Dledrioka
page 86)
Air per lb, of fuel - assune 18 lbs.
Temperature of air at end. of suction stroke, 100® F.(approx)
Air used per hr. 22 X .66 X 18 = 268 lbs.
Air at F. wei^^hs .0807 lb?, per ou. ft.
Air at 100 F. weighs 491 X .0807 - .0709 lbs. per cu. ft.
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Air used per power stroke 268 X1729 . 66.4 ou ii
X8 Z .070S t 2,000 S 60 "
Piston dlsplacenent - 4 X 65.4 r 262 Cu. In.
4. Cyllttfter Dlcienslona.
Sta^eeutfcd Gylinder dinensione
Bore : Stroke •• Stroke t
i3ore
Displaoement I
Z 3/4 : 6 • 1.6 : £63 1
4 : B 1/4 t 1.31 I 264 ••
3 7/8 : 6 1/2 •• 1.4S 3 2£9 «•
4 : e 1/2 : 1.376 : 276 :
ez
Any of the above would fill the requlrementa» There
is probable sone advanta^rc; In using even 4 inch bore.
4 X 6i ^ves a good ratio of bore to stroke end the displaoeDent
iB not too high.
Use 4 in. bore X 5i in. stroke.
5. Conpgebelon Ratio^
H3 « 1 -(I)*® (14) Heldt Vo.l.p.34.
r
Where • Q.1 - Qg , Ranklne effioienoy
—
r z compression ratio.
With this value for n, ng - a lout .35
Substituting in (14), .36 - 1 -,lv
ly;
.Z
<
,i.*3 .ee '
I
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.3 log. 1 . log. 66
r
1 = .237
r
r - 4.2
6. Voluae of CompreBalon .3^800.
I»et r vol. on head center.
« Vg s " n crank "
Thau T3 r 4.S and Tg * 4.2
Tg • s 69 ou« la. (displacement of one cylinder)
^1 • ^2 "
Vl = - 69
3.2 \ s 69
r 21.56 Cu. in.
7. Cylinders.
It wae decided to use renovable cylinder liners.
Cylinder wall thickness, t s b - 1" • . (32) Heldt Vol.1.p83
t = 4 t 1 .2fi8"
I»et thicXnens of cylinders arA water jacket ' 1"
T
8. Cylinder Head Studs.
Use I" studs for 4" bore * Fatary, p. 39.
2
Drill 7 , thread 1"
Ys r
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9» CranksJj.Gft»
For a two bearing, four cylinder orankshaft the dlnenalons
of the oaln parts nay be determined by the following fonmlae
from Holdt Vol. 1, p. 19S#
S r diaplaoement of one cylinder.
d • diameter of conneotlng rod bearings.
1 z length of " " " •
w = width of crank arms.
tg = thickness of short crank arms.
: thlukn^ss of long orank arms.
ds,D
1 • • 2.38. Use a a Si" and 1 = 2i"
i2»0
w - 1.25 d . • . • (72)
S- '•
* = 1.26 I 2.8 s 3.12. Use « ; gi".
*8 = (li)^ (73)
w
tg : '5® 1.16. Use tg ; li"
= '8/\ u I
; .8 I 2.1 - I.7. tree ti - ij«
Defliotlon In olroular shafts * K 1
* (JT)
Ratio of deTleotlon of 2t" shaft to deflection In 2.35"
shaft (£.35)^ .78, or ZZ% less than In ahsft figured by l7l)
(2.6)^
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10. Cranlcghaft Bearings*
Explosion pressure r I 4^ X 400 r 6,000 lbs.
Aseumin^- tiiis preueurt; to ooour on one nein bearing,
whiob. is on the side of safety, a befirinfi; from New Departure
data sheet was sdleoted.
Beai^ing llom 1316, o&paclty 4,985 lbs, at 1000 r. p. a.
was selected.
Rear main bearing is held in place by a collar which is
secured by six 3/B" cap screws. This collar also forns part of
the flyidieel houaiftg. Ill end thrust is th0refo**e taken up on
the rear bearing, while the front bearing is allowed to move
freely en6.v;l3e to allow for expansion in crankshaft.
11• Connecting Rode*
The ratio of length of connectin^T rod, 1, to stroke, 8,
varies from 1.76 to 2.C in practice. If 1 = 13", 1 ^ 13 - 2.36,
'b 6«6
which is & fairly long rod. Xet 1 z 13"
The thickness of web, t, was obtained from Chart III,
Heldt, ?ol. I, p. 220. If S s 16,000 lbs. per sq. in., t s 2.05.
Other diaenslons wure also obtained from Chart III.
Width of flange - , 78"
Depth of I beam z 1»17"
Allow 3/I6 in. for babbitt.
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12. PlBton and Rings.
(a) Length of piston. Ip z b • • • Heldt, Vol. It p.l62
Ip =1.3 I 4 s 5.2. Use Ip : ^ lA".
("b) Piston pin looatlon was conputed by (CO) H,P, 156.
Locate piston pin Z 15" below top.
TT
(o) Width of rings.
wr_b (42) H. p.l3E.
SO
w 2 4 a .S. Let w s 7"
^ 35
(4) ThlojcneBS of rln^
t = b (41) H.,p.lE8
WZE
t = 4 s 5
wnr iss
(•) Location of rings.
Width of top land 3" and other lands 11*
IT M
If) Piston ho ad tlilOKness.
ta z .032 b + .06" (61) H., p. 167
t„ = .032 I 4 f .06" s .188" Use 3"
IS
(ff) Piston wall thlokness.
At F^oovee, .062 b t .1" - .348" . • .(63) H,, p. 167
At bottom, ,2 b 4 .08" z *13" • . . .(54) " "
(h) Piston pin. Hi^ carbon steel.
^ <47) H,, p.145
d - 4 X 400 B 1". Outside diameter,
1600
, ja* -
88
" 4^ X400 - ,77, Use InBlde diameter#
^ 8 Z 20,000^ 4
13. Size of Yelves,
Allow velccjity throug-h valve port of 7,000 ft, per tain.
Piston speed, 1,000 X £ X 5.5 - ^16 ft. per min,
12 "
If r valve port velocity
z piston velocity
4 - diameter of valve.
"b s cylinder bore.
Then Vp - d® or 42 - V^2
T- _2
• V*v
4^ = 916 X 4 X 4 d r 1.46
Use li" valvtis.
14. Valve Di lenaiona .Heldt, Vol.1,p.242
0. D. of lioad 1.15 d c 1.785" d 1.5"
fhiokneea of heed.l5 d s .SSS*^ (at center)
Stem diameter, .15 d r .15" - .376"
Radius of fillet .2 d r .3" V
Valve lift, h - 4 - 1" - 6" N
"If TE
Let H s 3"
r-
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15. Cams*
Uae mushFoom cam followar, (simple and cheap)
Period of inlet valve opening, 200 degrees.
Talve lift, 1, s 3"
A mushroom follower cam was designed.
D = 1 + - r
Deo. I ai . , '-2®®
Wh«i*e ^ s period of valve opening.
Rl s radius of base circle.
r » radius of rounding circle.
D s center distance of and r.
Hi =r t 1 ooa I ; r f Z, .6* . »r - .666
1-G08 0 t
Let Rt s 3"
^ T
Then r - .75 - .666 = .084"
D = 3 + 3 - .084 = 1.091
4 0
16. Valve Springs.
Assume racing speed of engine 1400 r. p. m.
Assume weight of reciprocating parts, W- 1^ its.
^ ...... Heldt, Vol. 1, p. 868.
Where IT « r. p. m. of camshaft.
P = force of acceleration at full lift.
08. F . 40 lbs.
90
(«) »tZ9 Of wlf.
* = • <90A) Hel4t, Vol.I,p.270.
d® r 8 WD
IT 3
Wher6 4 - diameter of wir« in inches.
W r naximum safe load in lbs.
S r Safe fiber stre88;luse 3 , 60,000 lbs. per gq. li^)'
V z diameter of coil, let D • 1 inch.
Substituting, d® a 8 X40 3c 1 . .00g04.
DO.OOOTT
d : .1£6
Use 3fo. 11 wire, d = .12.
(b) dumber of ooila in spring.
' 6 n ^ (90B) Heldt, Vol.1, p.270.
E d^
n r P E d^
8 P
Where n r number of ooila.
I* = difference in spring pressure with valve
opened and closed.
P • amount of deflection in inches valve lift.
®s modulus of elasticity in diear, 12,000,000.
Substituting,
n = .375 X 12.000.000 (,12)^ a 14.6
8 X 6 X 1^
Use a 14 coil spring.
Xet Itngth of spring when compressed z 3 inches.
Initial compression • 20 x 3 - 13 inches.
T" F 4
Free length of spring 3 + 13 . 4 3 inches.
? 4
/ I A
.;/ 4
:C( t
17. GejLca*
1. Cam Qeare*
Using a templata of tha oonneoting rofl, to datonnlna
olearanoe, the miniraua oonter distanoe of the oamshaft and
orazftahaft was found to he e.S**.
Let r pltoh diameter of crankshaft gear.
"-®2= " " " oamshaft " .
• l>i + Dg - 38.4"
3 Dg = 12.4
2
Dg ~ 8•26
s 4.14
^ 1574^
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Using diametral pitoh of 8 and helix angle 20 degrees,
1 « P 008 20® - 4.13 X 8 X .94 say 32 teeth.K
Jfs s 64 teeth.
= ,5 32 » 4.2567"
8 X .9397
I>2 = 2 D. r 8.5134
Center distance r 6.385
2. Oil Pump Gears.
The matter of getting olearanoe between the oaios for
the oil pump gears involved some difficulty whioh may he seen
referring to Fig. 5 on page
let diametral pitch s 12.
Xet helix angle s 46® »
Let number of teeth on camshaft ^ 19, then
pitch diameter of camshaft gear s 19
12 X .707
Maximum pitch diameter of pump gear - 1,7"
2.235
92
Number of teeth In pump gear - 1.7 x IS x .707 say 14.
18* Lubrlgating 3ytem«
With this type of engine It le thou^t possible to
lubrlo&te without foroe feeA to the cylinders, as the angle
of the cylinders would allow opportunity for surplus oil to
drain back Into the crank ca8e> A circulating splash system 1b
suggested, using c gear oil pump driven from the cam shaft as
shown in Pig. 6 on pag« 94. The punp, according to this design,
is bolted on the cover at the bottom of the pump, and vsould be
removed along with its drive shaft when the oover is removed.
19. Flywheel and Flywheel Housing.
Outside diameter of flywheel, 17 Inohea.
Flywheel housing, - S. A. E. No. S.
20. Engine Prawinrs*
On the following pages will be found assembly drawings
of the engine. Fig- 4 is a top view of the engivie block show
ing the arrangement of valves and location of studs. Fig, 6
is a vtrtictil cross-section ti.rough the fourth cylinder, viewed
from the front. Fig. 6 is a cross seotion on the plane of the
center lines of the cylinders, showing part side elevation.
Fig. 7 is a front end view of the engine showing pltoh circles
of timing gears and auxiliary shaft ge*^r for driving magneto
and gov&rnor.
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II. Trananlsalon Peal^.
1. Type of Traneralaalon, ^————— ^
A thpe« speed forward and reverse, gear transmission
has been selected. In order to obtain the neoessary clearance
under the rear axle it will be necessary to use stub-axlea and
two master gears for the final drive.
General layout of Transmlaalon.
It was thought at first that on account of the engins
tieing offset to one side, the weight distribution might be oor-
reoted by placing the transmission on the opposite side. With
this in mind Transnission Ho. 1 shown in Fig. 8 was laid out for
c-nsideration. The sliding change speed geors are placed in
the enter, while the differential is placed on the opposite
Side from the engine. An extra set of bevel gears is required,
and a transverse shaft, in order to transmit the power from on.
side to the other. It is doubtful whether the advantage of
weight diatrl'-ution offsets the disadvantage of the meohanloal
oomplicstions which are involved with this arrangenent.
Transnission TTo. 2, also shown in Fig. 8, Is a simpler
arrangenent. In spite of imperfect weight distribution, this
is tho'oght to be the nost satlsfaotory scheme.
Qear Shift Arrani^eFwnts,
In the gear shift arrangenents shown in Fig. 8 the sliding
gears are on the or.untershaft*. This nakaa « v.ry sinpT
• Aocording to S. A. E. standard nomenclature, this shaft, which
corresponds with the lower shaft in automobile transnisslons.
sometimes known as the secondary shaft, will be referred to as
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Arrangement* Requiring only a alrigle reverse idler, tut It
has the disadvantage of sliding the larger gears, which are
more apt to hind on the shaft than smaller ones, 7or this
reason it was not given further consideration.
In sliding the snaller geafs upon the transniisslon
shaft** the ohief difficulty is to obtain a slciple reversing
Bjeohanism possessing other desirable features. The simplest
arrangement always results in u high speed reverse idler.
Fig. 9 shows four different gear shift arrangements.
In no. 1 the low and Intermediate gears are placed near the cen
ter of the transmission shaft, causing greatest bending moment
in the shaft at ordinary working speeds but almost equal dis
tribution of load upon tha bearings. In Ho. 2 these gears are
placed right up against the bearings, producing the least pos
sible bending noment In the shafts, but nost of the load is
carried on one bearing. This arrangement also requires a lon
ger countershaft. Of these two arrangements No. 1 is considered
the better.
Ko. 1 and 2 are provided with rather a simple reveralng
mechaniam. The constantly meshed Idler pinion, which meshes
with the low gear, Is sufficiently smaller to allow tha shifting
pinion to clear It when in the low speed position. This would
give e reverse speed lower than low speed forward by the same
ratio as the numbers of teeth in the respective reverse Idlers
the countershaft in subsequent pages,
** Sometimes known as the spline shaft in automobiles.
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Pig. 9
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whioh is not objectionable* This arrangeEient« thou^ simple,
has one outstanding objection, which is the fact that the reverse
idlers are driven from the countershaft in direct ratio with
the forward speed of the tractor, so that in inturmedi&te or
hifi^ speed, the pitch line velocity of these inions would be
quite high.
No« 3 and 4 are results of attenpts to overoome the
difficulty of high speed revurse idler^, both of whioh arrange-
merits introduce mechanical complications. Ho. Z has two reverse
idlers of the same size, one of which is me^ed with the low
speed pinion at all times except *toen in low gear, when it is
disengaged and the idlers wculd not rotate. When in reverse,
the idlers both slide backward on the shaft with the low speed
pinion, one of them remaining in mesh with the pinion while the
other meshes with the low gear. The matter of sliding the re
verse idlers when shifting to reverse while letting it remain
stationary when shifting into low w< uld involve nwchanioal da. f-
fioulties *nich were thought too serious to warrant further con
sideration.
Ho. 4 introduces a sliding reverse idler whioh is positive
in its relation to the low speed pinion, and irtiich is in constant
pinion. This arrangement accomplishes the desired effect of
oVtaining a low speed reverse idler. An extra shifting collar
on the reverse idler so arranged as to slide with the low speed
pinion, whatever its position, would make the shifting fairly sim
ple. The fourth slidiug minion, however, would necessitate
102
loupes? 8haft«8 as itiB Alamete? would nooassaplly bo Bnallov
than that of the low speed pinion by at least twioe the tooth
depth, In order to clear the low gear, the diametera of all the
other pinions and gears would have to he governed by its size.
The low speed pinion would ordinarily be tiade as snail as pos
sible, consistent with the size of the shaft, and other gears
designed according to its size. These objeotlons to Ho, 3 and
4 led on to other attempts to overcc Lie the difficulty of high
speed reverse idlers.
4. The adopted Gear Shift Arrangement,
The process of shifting the gears would be ciore natural,
it would aeen, if the low and intenoediate gears were on the
same shift, as these are the ordinary working speeds. Using a
oommon sliding pinion for high speed and reverse would make it
possible to drive the intermediate gear to obtain the reverse
motion. The advantage of this would be to obtain a lower pitch
line velocity for the constantly meshed reverse Idler, as in
forward speed it would be driven from the inttrraediate gear
instead of from the low gear. To have the constantly mesiied
idler pinion in mesh with the high gtar wculd atill further
reduce this pitch line velocity, but this would require a lar
ger reduction between the two reverse idlers than would b^
practicable.
Fig. 10 shows this arrangement, w>.ioh has been adopted
as the best of those yet conQldered.
^/=ower Take-Off
3-
N D'
iG 3.6
a AS
c 2-# ^.a
D 3G re
£ ZQ s.e
F- 34^ e.G
G tr 3.-*
H 30 e.o
/ ao ^.o
J •3G 7.e
K 24 -4.3
L. aa s.e
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THE ADOPTED GEf^R SHIFT
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Fig. 10
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Tractor Speeds,
The following speeds have been selected for the pro
posed general-purpose tractor:
High •••••••••• 4 miles per hour.
Intermediate " **
low •...8 " " "
Reverse ••••••••,2 " " "
6* Probable Slip,
In oalculatin^r the gears, due allowanoe snxat be made L
for the slip of the drivers. Acoordine to the Hebraska Trac
tor Tests rfiich ere conducted on a cinder track, the average '
slip for all types of tractor lugs has been found to be about
10^, Under field conditions the slip wuld be considerably
greater. According^ to recent investigations carried on by
Hr. J. F. Goss and Mr. R. IV. Baird at Iowa Sta^e College, It
would seem reasonable to take ISjf as the probable slip.
?• Reduction in low Gear,
At 2 miles ptr hour with 15^ slip a 46 inch drive wiaecl
most make 2 x 88 x 12 s 17.2 r. p. ra.
46 X .85
The total reduction is then 1.000 or 58.2 to 1, which
17.2
must he divided between the sliding gears, the rear axle
bevel gear, and the final drive. It would be desirable to get
as muoh reduction as possible in the first reduction. Assum
ing a low speed pinion and goer of 8 inches respectively,
which would be about the mexlisum reduction, and a final gear
105
reduotlon of 7, th« rear axl® bevel gear raAuotion would be
X B8»2 s 3*64 *toioh la reasonable.
8X7
8« "Dealan of Change Speed Gears.
A B - 7 pitch stub tooth will be used* Referring to
Pig. 10, let the nuEi':tir of teeth in each gear be denoted by the
letter by which that guar is markedi
Let A s le, number of teeth in low speed pinion*
Then B s 18 X 2.3, or aay 44, teeth in the low speed gear*
The reduction in intermediate ia 8/3 of the low gear
reduction* Therefore
D=2B=2x44« 1*62
7 TTT TTTS
I) = 1.63 G
®tC»A^B«18t44s62
1•63 0 ^ C • 62
0 s 24
D r 38
The reduction in high ia l/2 that in low.
Therefore FE- B s 44 s 1.22
I 51 jsrs
£ i F a 62
2.22 S « 62
£ = 28
F s 34
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9. Reverse Idlers.
The reasons for adotitigg the reversln^^ meohanism shown
in Fig, 10 have been diaouased. At t^iis sta^^e the possibility
of oomhinlne the reve-^se idler^shaft and the power take-off
was agggested, partly for sake of simplicity. This idea wae
adopted. In order for the shaft to clear the low gear, the
ffllnimum pitoh diaiaeter of the constantly meshed pinion was foand
to be Using 17 teet^i in pinion 0, its pitoh diameter
beoomea 3«4.
It is required to get the sane reduction in reverse as
in low gear, or a reduction of S.34.
Then D H - 2.34
nr"
® E 0 m 2.34 X 28 X 17 B 29.Z or say 30 teeth
c s§
10. Power ^ake-Off.
The first plan was to have the power talce-off shaft
underneath as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The difficulty of having
an outlet on the guar-oaae below the oil level led to the idea
of having this shaft above. Also, when combining with the re
verse idler siiaft it was thought advisable to have the reverse
idlers above instead of elow, where they wotild be totally im
mersed in oil which would cause a lot of unneceseary resistance
to motion.
(a) Qear caloulations. The speed of the power take-off
shaft is to be 036 r« p. m« It is reculred to find the number
- mill
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ot teeth in the gears I and J, Fig. 10.
I 4 J E f K - 58 teeth.
J • 1,000 8 1.87
I "SST"
2.87 I s 58
I s 20 teeth
J s 38 "
II. Strength of G&ar Teeth,
To determine the width of face of the different gears
the I»ewi8 Formula wati used. For stub teeth, this fornula reads
f r W
rr
Where W is the tengential force in lbs.
8 is the allowable stresa in the material.
s is the constant depending upon the pitch and
zmnber ofteeth in the gear*
The value of S for oar^on alloy steel teeth was obtained
fro«Hcldt, Vol. II, p.99.
The value of z for stub te*ith was obtained from
Heldt, Vol. II, Table II, p.99.
Torque » n 1 (1) Heldt. Vol. II, p. 14.
192
Where n s number of cylinders
1 z stroke*
b z bore*
P z aean effective pressure.
* For bore and stroke refer to page 83.
^ = 4 X 5,5 X 16 X 76 - 147 Ibe. feet.
192
(a) Low gear:
* = 12 X 147 T B . 980 Ibe.
^75
Pltoh line TOloolty - l,000lTx 3.6 = 944 ft. per min.
T2
S 8 11,000 lbs. per square Inoh.
z s .086
^ = 980 s 1.04"
11,000 X .006
Add 3/16 inch for chamfer and inaoourate meshing.
Let width of faoe of low gears ^ 1 1/4"
(b) Intermediate Gears.
w : %B6x 147 X 2 = 736 lbs.
475
Pitch line velocity = l.OOOrr.4.8 = 1,260 ft. per mln.
12
S s 9,000
2 = .096
' =a ... + ♦18'' s 1.047"
S ,000 X .095
(0) High Gear.
w = 18 X 147 X 2 s 630 lbs.
575
Pltoh line velocity : l.QQO^x 6.6 » 1470 ft. per min.
12
s X 7,000
Z s .098
f W 630 + .187 « 1.107"
/ 7,000 X .098
A i
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It was decided to use all change speed gears of li
inch face.
12. Calculations of Shafts«
Shafts must he calcul&ted both In torsion and deflec
tion. The maxliBuia allowable deflection la taXen at .OOS".
JL shearing stress of S,000 lbs, per sq* Inch Is allowed,
(a) Tranamisslon Shaft.
For torsion In circular shafts.
a » ,5.1
(—g—'
4 ,8.1 X 147 X 12. 1.S2
^ 5,000 '
The greates deflection will occur when In Intermediate,
aa these gears are almost at the centur of the shaft.
The load upon the shaft la greater than the tangen
tial force. The load. ? r W
cos S&o
In Intermediate, V - 786 s 610 lbs.
.906
The deflection for a circular shaft with a concentrated
load In the center la
y = P 1® I - .049
45 K I
a* = ® 1®
.049 X 48 X K~y
a s, 810 X11..1.6"
(.049 X 48 X 30,000,000 x .003 '
Using a S. E. standard y B spline on transmission
shaft, the outside diameter,
110
= 1.6 S 1.88"
.86 751
Let outside diameter of transmiesion slaaft - 2".
(b) Countershaft.
The greatest torsion in the countershaft occurs when
in low or reverse. Tne torque in low s 14744 = 360 lbs feet.
IB
a ,6.1 X 360 « 12.1/S 1.64
^ FTTOC )
As this shaft is only 8.3 inches long, deflection will
not need to be considered.
let diameter of countershaft = 1 5"
(o) Power Take - Off and Reverse Idler Shaft.
When in areveree this shaft is subjected to a deflec
tion by a force P t 630 x 30 x 38 . Ififin ihn.
.m X £5 X 17
The shaft is Hi" long, end this load is praotioally at the
center,
a 1660 (11.25)^ .i 1.82"
X 48 X 30,000,000 X .003 '
As this load occurs only when in reverse, it will be
safe to use a iS" shaft.
13. Bearing Loads. *
In low gear P = 980 • 1,080 lbs.
This load is praotioally all carried on the front bearing
of the countershaft, and represents the heaviest bearing load
Ill
in this part of the transmission. At the driving end of the
countershaft it is not permisaible to reduoe the size of the
shaft to any extent* In order to use the same size bearing
at both ends, a bearing of aafficlent siee and of appro xinate-
ly 1080 lbs. capacity should be selected* Bearing Ko. 1208 from
New Departure data sheets c< roes nearest to this.
Further bearir^g calculations will not be given here,
but a list of the beariioga used will be given separately.
14. Belt Drive.
It was decided to place the belt pulley on the right
side and out far enoufi^i to clear the front whee.l. The belt
pulley is engaged by means of the same Jaw clutch as the power-
take-off; see Pig. 12 on page 116.
(a) Belt speed. A belt speed of 3,000 fib. per min.
was chosen, according to recomraendations the 3. A. E. for
this size of nao^lino.
(b) R. ?. of Belt Pulley^
Using a pulley of 14 inches dieoeter, the speed of the
belt pulley a. ould be a.000 x 12 r 820 r. p. m,
14 rr
(o) Bevel Gears. Referring to Fig. Ip, pagel03, If
gear K has 24 teeth, the number of teeth in gear L ia
1.000 X 24 s 28
5S0
the belt pulley will extend further out than the outer
edge of the driver, but the shaft will not extend out that far.
The belt pulley nay oaelly be removed when drying field mtk it
desired, and a oollar put on in its place to keep dirt out of
the bearing.
IB. Final Drive.
It has been decided to use internal nastur gears for
the final drive. A reduction of 7 is ftesired.
let the pitch of the f^ears be 3 - 4, using stub teeth.
Diameter of drivers is 46 inches.
Let number of teeth in pinion be 12, then the pitch
diameter of the pinion • 12 • 4"
Number of teeth in gear, 7 x 12 s 84.
Pitch diameter of gear, 84 a 28"
Then height of rear axle • 23 14 - 2 a 36"
16* Rear Axle Bevel Gefars and Differential.
A bevel #?ear reduction of 3,5 has been computed to
give the desired speeds; see page ,
Using straight bevel genrs of 6 diametral pitch <*1^1
16 teeth in the pinion, the number of teeth in the gear
16 X 3.6 r 56
Max. pitch diameter of pinion 16 3.2"
IT*
" « H gear S6 11.2
F"
17. Gear Carrier.
The rear axle, shown In Pig. 13 is of the ba*^jo type,
but the gear carrier is so designed as to form a unit which
may be renoved, inclusive of the usual rear cover which forwa.
112
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part of the gear carrier and fit a in f r? m the front. Tua
reason for t^iis design i£i that this unit must carry the power
take-off, which is put on the rear axle in order that the Jars
and Jolts may he taken up by th& nc^st rigid part of the traotor«
The power take-off la then carried from the change
speed gear box hack to the rear axle by a shaft paralled with
the drive shaft* The differential has been so designed as to
clear this shaft.
18. Universal Joints,
Three universal Joints will be required, which night
be of the fiber type, as no appreciable angle la likely to oc
cur. One universal joint is required between the clutch and
the transnission shaft, another between the ocunterahaft and
the bevel pinion, and the third on the power take-off shaft
in front of the reatf axle*
f
I*
19. Bearinf:3>
Hew Departure Ball Bearings Used In yranaplaslon.
Tranamlsalon shaft, front Ho, 1S07
" " oenter 210
" ** rear 1208
Countershaft, front and rear 1208
Power take-off and idler shaft, front and rear • • • 1206
Pulley shaft, inslds 208
" " outside 1208
Berel pinion bearing, outside 308
" " " inside , 1306
Differential shaft bearings, inside. ..•••••• 1214
" tt n outside ••.••••• 1210
Tiaken bearings used in drive wheels,
Xnner 637 S - G32
Outer - 432
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X. Frlotlon Clutoh.
The design of a olutoh has not been gone Into in this
work. *rhe osuentiaX feature of a olutoh for this assembly is
that the clutoh shaft be as short, as possible. The engine
and the transmission ciust be quite olose together in order to
leave sxiffioient olearanoe between the belt pulley and the
drive wheel.
II. Front Axle.
The matter of obtaining clearance under the front axle
has been given considerable thought- The nost natural way at
first seemed to be to build an arched axle, pivoted at the top
of the arch. T;iiB pivot w^ uld need to be about 30 inches
above the ground, wtiich would have the effect of exaggerating
the tendency for the front end to swigg sideways when one front
idieel drups into a low place. This would inake the steering
considerably nore difficult than when the front axle is pivoted
at a height of approximately the radius of the wheels, which
is the uaaal design.
In order to retain the arch for cleorBnce and yet
have the effeot o-f the low pivot, the link co nected front
axle sho n in Fig. 14 was suggested. The upper end of each
link is c zineotfcd to the frame , while the lower end is pinned to
the front axle. Pig. 14 shows the effect of a 12 inch drop of
one of the front w^ieels upon the frt-nt end of the tractor.
As designed, the link connected front axle gives the tractor
lld
FRONT AXLB
Effect of 12' drop on front
end of tractor:
Link connected front oxie, - J-3*
^xle pivoted on c. / ofwhee/s, I- /'
^ pivoted 30 Qtiove ^roundy £~S.'
FRONT RXLE
Fig. 14
ISO
the least side motion of the three arrangements.
Beyond the klneraatlos of the problem, the deaign of
the frrnt axle has not been gone into in this work.
Frame.
In order to keep lown weight, a light frame should
be used. Althougji the actual design of the fraae has not
heen undertaken, it is thou^t that a rather light pressed
steel frame might be used. Fig, 16 shows a method of attaohing
the rear axle to the frame in order to give it etiffnees.
The circular section o^ therear axle makesiit well adapted
to taking up torHion. Two cross memberc would gIbo add to the
stiffness of the frame.
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Belt horsepower, (rated) •••••«•••••••
Drawbar horsepower, (rated) •••«•••••••• 9
Overload oapaoity, per cent •••••••••••• 2E
Cylinders, number • ••••••••• 4
Cylinder bore, ^
Piston stroke, inches 64
Belt speed, feet per mlnate ••••••«•«••• 3|000
Belt pulley; diatieter, inches X*
R. P. - • 860
Face, Inches ••••• «•••••« 7
Power take-off shaft, r. p. . . • 630
Forward speeds, miles per hour .•••••• E, 3 and 4
Reverse epeed, niles per hour 2
Drive liieels; Diaoeter, Inolxes •••••••••• 46
Faoe, inches • IE
Tread, o. o.. inches •••••.•• 5E
Front wheels; diameter, inohea. «••••••••• 30
Faoe, Inches. 3
Tread, o. o.. inohss 46
Wheel base, inches •••••••••••••••• 8E
Clearance, inches E8
12S
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SUMKARY,
I• The Farm Power Situation*
1. Annual cost of farm power In the U. S. about
13,000,000,000.00.
E. Tills represents about ZO^ of the oost of production
of agricultural products.
3. Field worlc oonaumBs approximately half of thia power.
4. Aniraal power was used to do SS.Sjt of the field work
in 1923.
6. Heohanioal power, iriiere used, costs only about half
as laaoh as aniraal power per H. P, hr.
6. Tractors are not used for inter-tillage.
7. AlnoHt )i3ir the crop acreage in the U. 3, is inter
tilled.
0. 'fhe propoeed solution of this problem la the general-
purpose tractor-
• The Design of a General-Purpose Tyactoip#
The main features of the proposed general-purpose traotor
are:
1« Conventional four wheel type with rear wheel drive.
2* Three-row oultiv: tor attachEiont with artovels set well
ahead for convenience in guiding.
3. Engine offset 6" to left of centt^r line of the traotor
to obtain clejirance, and tilted 20° from horizontal
to improve accessibility, lubrication and to preserve
balance.
4. Unit assembly of such parts as engine and transmission.
1£4
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